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Neoplasms with proliferation and apoptosis of hameatopoietic stem cells

Defined by 
(1) cytopenia 
(2) dysplasia (>10%) of one or more of myeloid lineage 
(3) ineffective haemopoiesis 
(4) recurrent genetic abnormalities 
(5) higher risk of developing acute leukaemia

• WHO approach: combination of morphology, immunophenotype and genetic 
features to define distinct clinicopathologic disease entities, independently

from the underlying causes that are often unknown
• refinement in morphologic interpretation assessing the rapidly

accumulating genetic information useful for diagnosis and prognosis



WHO values: 
Hb <10g/dL, PLT <100x109L, neutrophil <1.8x109L
IPSS-R (2012): absolute neutrophil count <0.8x109L

*laboratory variability
*ethnies with lower neutrophil count 
*caution in interpreting neutropenia if only cytopenia

*possible milder levels of cytopenia (Hb <13g/dL men or 12g/dL women, PLT <150x109L) 
allow MDS diagnosis if at least one cytopenia is present and/or morphologic and 
cytogenetic findings are present

Greenberg et al. Blood 1997-1998; Greenberg et al. Blood 2012; 

(1) cytopenia 



Although cytopenia is a «sine qua non» condition for MDS, 
classification mostly relies on degree of dysplasia and blast 
percentage while the type of cytopenia with minor impact on 
classification
Type of cytopenias is captured by IPSS-R

*Type of cytopenia does not always correspond to lineage dysplasia 
nella RCUD
*Type and severity of dysplasia cannot predict peripheral count 
abnormalities 

Not referred to type of cytopenia but generally «myelodysplasia»



MDS with Single Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-SLD) RCUD

MDS with Single Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-SLD) RARS
with Ring Sideroblasts

MDS with Multi Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-MLD) RCMD
MDS with Multi Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-MLD) RCMD-RS

with Ring Sideroblasts

MDS with isolated del(5q)

MDS with Excess Blasts
type 1 (MDS-EB1) RAEB-1
type 2 (MDS-EB2) RAEB-2

MDS, unclassifiable (MDS-U)

New terminology

Remove reference to 
anaemia/cytopenia
from names

“Myelodysplastic syndrome, 
consistent with refractory
cytopenia with unilineage
dysplasia”

Call it MDS directly

“Myelodysplastic syndrome,  
with single lineage
dysplasia”



Mario Cazzola et al. Blood 2013;122:4021-4034

©2013 by American Society of Hematology

Nuclear: nuclear budding, internuclear bridging, 
karyorexis, multinuclearity, megaloblastoid changes

Cytoplasmic: ring sideroblasts, vacuolization, PAS 
positivity

microMKC, nuclear hypolobation, multinucleation (no 
multilobation)

Nuclear: small/unusually large size, 
hyposegmentation (pseudoPelger-Huet), 
hypersegmentation
Cytoplasmic: decreased/agranularity, pseudo 
Chediak-Higashi, Dohle bodies, Auer rods
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(2) dysplasia 
Specified Qualifiers of MDS: (1) Single/Multilineage











(2) dysplasia 
Specified Qualifiers of MDS: (1) Single/Multilineage

•thresholds to define as significant the percentage of dysplastic cells, are admittedly 
arbitrary and limitations have emerged in the adopted criteria since their first proposal in 
2001 

•possible impact of interobserver variability in defining dysplasia 
higher in low grade MDS where it is near the 10% requisite; 

•possible >10% dysplasia in non cytopenic pts and in non clonal disorders; 
•need for optimal slide preparations and application of strict criteria for dysplasia

single: >erythroid lineage; 
E/G ≥10%; 
M ≥10% on 30 MKCs (some studies reach 30-40% for higher specificity); 



Much effort has been made to standardize morphologic parameters, and to define minimal diagnostic criteria.





*Morphological score : high sensitivity and specificity (>90%) even in patients with early-stage disease/wo specific markers of 
dysplasia and abnormal karyotype. 

*The inter-observer reproducibility for the definition of each morphological variable associated with marrow dysplasia was 
satisfactory.

*None of the subjects without peripheral blood cytopenia (including healthy subjects) was incorrectly classified 



*Granulocytic and megakaryocytic dysplasia 
significantly affected the probability of survival. 

*The threshold of 10% of granulocytic dysplastic cells 
was the best cutoff to capture adverse prognosis

*Close relationship between RS and SF3B1 mutations
Association between severe G dysplasia and
mutations of ASXL1, RUNX1, TP53 and SRSF2 genes 
(reported to increase the risk of leukemic evolution)

*The threshold of 30% of dysplastic megakaryocytes 
appeared more appropriate to detect patients with 
reduced survival.

erythroid

megakaryocytic

granulocytic

*Morphological abnormalities involving 10% or more cells (mostly in 
erythroid lineage) were detected in a significant proportion of control 
patients affected with non-clonal cytopenia, and in some
non-cytopenic controls



Cytomorphology review of 100 newly diagnosed lower-risk MDS patients in 
the European LeukemiaNet MDS (EUMDS) registry reveals a high inter-

observer concordance.
de Swart L, Smith A, MacKenzie M, Symeonidis A, Neukirchen J, Mikulenková D, Vallespí T, Zini G, 
Paszkowska-Kowalewska M, Kruger A, Saft L, Fenaux P, Bowen D, Hellström-Lindberg E, Čermák 

J, Stauder R, Tatic A, Holm MS, Malcovati L, Mądry K, Droste J, Blijlevens N, de Witte T, Germing 
U.

Ann Hematol. 2017

IPSS low or intermediate-1 category, newly diagnosed by local cytologists. 
blood and bone marrow slides of 10% of the first 1000 patients were reviewed by an 11-person 
panel of cytomorphologists. All slides were rated by at least 3 panel members (median 8 panel 

members; range 3–9). Marrow slides from 98 out of 105 patients were of good quality and 
therefore could be rated properly according to the WHO 2001 classification, including assessment 
of dysplastic lineages. The agreement between the reviewers whether the diagnosis was MDS or 

non-MDS was strong with an intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.85. Six cases were 
detected not to fit the entry criteria of the registry, because they were diagnosed uniformly as 
CMML or AML by the panel members. The agreement by WHO 2001 classification was strong as 
well (ICC = 0.83). The concordance of the assessment of dysplastic lineages was substantial for 

megakaryopoiesis and myelopoiesis and moderate for erythropoiesis. Our data show that in 
general, the inter-observer agreement was high and a very low percentage of misdiagnosed cases 

had been entered into the EUMDS registry. Further studies including histomorphology are 
warranted. 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28526957


Specified Qualifiers of MDS: Excess blasts (EB): 
BM 5-19%, PB 2-19%, w/o Auer rods

*blast percentage is critical in WHO risk-category definition
*defined on marrow smears or trephine imprint on 500 cells; on 200 leukocyte 
differential in pb; less defined on bmb

*blast percentage defined as percentage of all nucleated marrow cells 
(including nucleated erythroid cells)

Achieve consistency of blast counting acrosso all myeloid neoplasms

*Small changes in blast percentage can change diagnosis with major clinical impact



MAJOR CHANGE in myeloid neoplasm with ≥50% erythroid precursors
Erythoids may fluctuate due to therapy, metabolic deficiencies or EPO 
effects changing diagnosis

Avoid abrupt changes when erythroids reach 50%

erythroid/myeloid subtype of erythroid leukaemia now classified as 
MDS-EB



N.Dysplastic 
lineages

N.cytopenia
s

RS (% 
erythoid 
cells)

PB-blasts
M-blasts

Conventional 
Karyotyping

MDS-SLD 1 1-2 <15%, <5% PB <1%
M <5%
no AuerRods

Any
(no isolated 
5q-)

MDS-MLD 2-3 1-3RS <15%, <5% PB <1%
M <5%
no AuerRods

Any
(no isolated 
5q-)

MDS-EB

EB1

EB2

1-3 1-3 none

PB 2-4%
M   5-9%
no AuerRods 

PB 5-19%
M  10-19%
or AuerRods

Any

Any



Blast count in bmb
On CD34 positive cells; CD117 helpful in CD34 negative blasts

MINIMAL MORPHOLOGICAL CRITERIA FOR DEFINING BONE MARROW 
DYSPLASIA: A BASIS FOR CLINICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF WHO 

CLASSIFICATION OF MDS
Della Porta  et al. Leukemia 2014





Specified Qualifiers of MDS: Ring sideroblasts (RS)

Not demonstrable in bmb
Usually ≥15% erythroid precursors
Secondary causes of RS need to be excluded
*heterozygous recurrent point mutations in splicesome gene SF3B1 strongly correlate (80-90% cases MDS-RS-sl; 
30-70% MDS-RS-ml) with MDS-RS
*altered splicing of mitochondrial genes that encode for iron transporter proteins – affection of E differentiation
*driver abnormality
*n. of RS tend to correlate with allele burden



Specified Qualifiers of MDS: Ring sideroblasts (RS) 

Since %RS is not prognostically relevant: RS at least ≥5% if SF3B1 mutation is 
present; at least 15% if mutation is not demonstrable;

specific/different GEP (Gerstung M et al. Nat Comm 2015); 

*SF3B1 mutation conveys favourable prognosis in low grade / int1 MDS
uncertainties on SF3B1 mutation porgnostic influence is independent of 
multilineage dysplasia; 

*MDS-RS-sl only dysplasia on E 
MDS-RS-ml



Specified Qualifiers of MDS: del 5q 
(as only cytogenetic abnormality)

*only genetic abnormality defining a category
despite the increasing knowledge of the prognostic impact of genetic 
findings (IPSS-R); however karyotyping is mandatory in all MDS 
new diagnosis
*MDS-defining cytogenetic abnormalities also w/o morphologic dysplasia
(need for conventional karyotyping; no FISH or seq)  
*span of deletion variable but q31-33 invariably deleted

*Clinical features likley related to deleted genes 
(haploinsufficiency of RPS14/through p53 pathway activation, miR-145-miR146a/MKC 
morphology, CaseinKinase1A1/WNT-beta catenin pathway, APC and EGR1/WNT-beta 
catenin pathway)  

*only pre MDS with thrombocytosis (30%)
*benefit from lenalidomide 



*no impact of one additional chromosomal abnormality 
(monosomy 7/del(7q) as high risk aberrancy excluded)



Mild G dysplasia
E dysplasia present 
but not pronounced



N.Dysplastic 
lineages

N.cytopenia
s

RS (% 
erythoid 
cells)

PB-blasts
M-blasts

Conventional 
Karyotyping

MDS-RS-SLD 1 1-2 ≥15%, ≥ 5% PB <1%
M <5%
no AuerRods

Any
(no isolated 
5q-)

MDS-RS-MLD 2-3 1-3 ≥ 15%, ≥ 5% PB <1%
M <5%
no AuerRods

Any
(no isolated 
5q-)

MDS with 
isolated 
del5q*

1-3 1-2 none PB <1%
M <5%
no AuerRods

del/(5q) 
alone or 1 
additonal 
abnormality 
(except -7 or 
del(7q)

•Presence of RS will not affect the diagnosis of RAEB or isolated del5
•*G dysplasia and/or increased PB or M blasts



G dysplasia and/or increased PB or M blasts 



*TP53 mutations are often associated with loss of heterozygosity of the TP53 locus and 
cytogenetic defects such as 5/del(5q) and 17p-.

*TP53 mutations is associated with increased risk of leukaemic evolution and lower response to 
lenalidomide
*reccomended search

Complete assessment of TP53 mutation requires sequencing of 
all exons, because mutations often occur outside of the most 
commonly recognized hot spots; highly sensitive assay best required
because mutation may only be present in a subset of cells.
*>mutations are missense, frame shift, splice site; rare nonsense  



TP53 mutation causes overexpression of the 
mutated protein
(also in solid tumors and lymphomas)



*DO-1/DO-7 antibody; 
*recognize both wild-type and mutant p53 protein

*cutoff of ≥1% p53 strongest independent predictor of AML transformation 
and an independent predictor of OS
the outcome curves of pts with ≥1% p53-positive cells were identical to those 
with 2% cutoff (significantly different from <1% p53-pos cells)

*3+ cells (intense staining)
single-cell microdissection:  weak to moderate p53+ cells lack TP53 mutation 
(avoid counting moderately or weakly stained cells)

*Correspondence between automated and manual counting; 
excellent interobserver concordance at cutoff of ≥ 1% 

*no correlation between the percentage of p53 3+ cells and the estimated
mutant allele burden by sequence analysis

* None of the samples with secondary, non-MDS related cytopenia showed strong 
p53 staining. 



p53

P53 pos cells were mostly early 
erythroid forms,
blasts, and early myeloid cells (lacking 
nuclear segmentation 

Staining on MKC variable likely more 
frequent in MDS-EB



TP53 
point mutations of the tumor suppressor gene TP53 represent the most frequent single genetic abnormality 
in therapy related myeloid neoplasms: 20– 40% 
de novo acute myeloid leukemia and myelodysplastic syndrome: 5–20%

TP53 mutations in therapy related myeloid neoplasms predicted an inferior clinical outcome compared with wild-
type TP53



LOW RISK MDS
Possible false IHC negative (~12-15% cases): 

nonsense mutations (give rise to a stop codon); 
constitute <10% of high-risk myeloid malignancies and are uncommon in lower-risk 
del(5q) MDS. 

negative IHC status, in spite of an underlying mutation, is likely to be infrequent in 
this population.

THERAPY-RELATED MDS

p53 immunohistochemistry-positive with no TP53 mutation :
p53 IHC borderline positive (1.1% for both) 

p53 immunohistochemistry-negative with TP53 mutation (12%) :

Two nonsense mutations (stop codon resulting in truncated protein undetectable 
by IHC; two single missense mutations (c.529C4T/p.Pro177Ser and c.393C4 

Overall, p53 immunohistochemistry positivity was strongly associated with the 
presence of TP53 mutation (Po0.0001).



some lack of interobserver concordance in cases with p53 
immunohistochemistry scores of 1– 2% 

p53 immunohistochemistry scores of 1–2% interpret with 
caution (may be less reliable in predicting a TP53 
mutation than p53 IHC >2%)

excellent interobserver concordance at cutoff of ≥ 1%



MDS-U (all BM blasts <5%, no Auer Rods, PB =1/<1%)

1) MDS with exactly 1% pb-blasts and dysplasia (1-3 lineages) and cytopenia 
(1-3 lineages)
<5% marrow-blasts
No Auer rods
No RS, Normal karyotype (conventional)
Need for at least 2 separate blast counting

2) MDS single lineage dysplasia and pancytopenia (all levels below 
thresholds)
Also possible isolated del5q (but pancytopenia not 1-2 cytopenia as in classical 
del5q

3) MDS with cytopenia and MDS definig cytogenetic abnormality
No dysplasia
RS<15%



MDS NOMENCLATURE

MDS with Single Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-SLD) RCUD
MDS with Single Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-SLD) RARS

with Ring Sideroblasts

MDS with Multi Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-MLD) RCMD
MDS with Multi Lineage Dysplasia (MDS-MLD) RCMD-RS

with Ring Sideroblasts

MDS with isolated del(5q)

MDS with Excess Blasts
type 1 (MDS-EB1) RAEB-1
type 2 (MDS-EB2) RAEB-2

MDS, unclassifiable (MDS-U)

New terminology

either with 15% RS or 
any RS and SF3B1 mutation

• One additional (non high risk) 
anormality allowed

• Reccomend TP53 testing
• Exclude cases with G dysplasia

• Will include most cases pously
classified as E/M acute leukaemia



Additional tools for diagnosis

u Flow cytometry 

u Molecular biology (mutations)

10% healthy individuals>65yrs harbor somatic MDS-type  mutations
in haematopoietic cells
- mostly DNMT3, TET2, ASXL1, TP53, JAK2, SB3B1
- 10-20% allele burden in PB
- increased risk of subsequent hematologic malignancy



*Each lab should develop and validate its 
testing according to published guidelines

Ogata score mini panel; 
more comprehensive panels ≥3 
aberrancies in ≥ 2 cell compartments

*Findings shoudl be issued in an integrated 
report (not in isolation)

*Helpful in supporting cases with minimal 
dysplasia

*Consider other causes of cytopenia if 
flow is normal

*Findings correlate with prognosis in 
known MDS cases

.Revisiting guidelines for integration of flow 
cytometry results in the WHO classification of 
myelodysplastic syndromes-proposal from the 
International/Europena LeukemiaNet Working 

Group for Flow Cytometry in MDS  
Porwit A et al. Leukemia. 2014

increase the accuracy: 
sensitivity in identifying MDS from 60% to 98%, with a specificity of 93% to 100%.

in cases not fulfilling criteria for the diagnosis of MDS at first evaluation: flow cytometry 
has up to 76% sensitivity in patients receiving a final diagnosis of MDS, as well as a 

high negative predictive value

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24919805


Pitfalls and Abnormal conditions

u Reactive changes

u “Gray-zone” dysmyelopoiesis: when MDS is possible but not provable 



Grazie per la attenzione



*as for MDS, cytopenia must be substantial and recorded over a time 
period of at least 6 months to count as ‘diagnostic’for ICUS
*Sometimes, clonal hematopoiesis is detectable by molecular studies 
or FISH 
*These clones are often small at diagnosis or are only transiently 
detectable. In other cases, no karyotypic abnormality and no gene 
defects are present
*some patients with ICUS, flow cytometry reveals an aberrant 
phenotype of myeloid cells suggesting clonality
*role of microenvironment: inadequate production of cytokines ? 
suboptimal response in erythropoietin?

*can only be diagnosed when blood counts remain stable (above diagnostic cut off levels) over at least 6 months.
*patients with IDUS may also progress to AML, MPN, or an MDS/MPN 
*latency period for evolution variable (sometimes stable clonal myelopoiesis recorded over many years or decades, in 
other cases relatively fast evolution to MDS and AML is seen).
*adequate EPO levels and BFU-E levels measurable at normal or relatively high levels (not the case in overt MDS)
*the exact mechanisms and triggering pathogenetic factors remain at present unknown (few cases may show JAK2 V617F 
mutation – 20% of cases abnormal karyotpe  (is it still IDUS?) 

Idiopathic dysplasia of uncertain significance—IDUS

Idiopathic cytopenia of uncertain significance—ICUS



clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP) 

*has been introduced to define the condition characterized by the presence of a somatic mutation associated with 
hematologic malignancy in the absence of definitive diagnostic criteria for neoplasm

*hematologic cancer gene mutations present in up to 10% of persons 70-79 years of age, and 20% of persons 90 years of age 
or older = expansion of cells harboring an initiating driver mutation (Clonal Hematopoiesis) is an aspect of aging 
hematopoietic system 

*considering that 1) approximately 90% of MDS patients carry one or more oncogenic mutations and that 2) 
For WHO 2008-2017 selected abnormalities are recognized as presumptive evidence of MDS, even in the absence of 
definitive morphologic features (few cases)

proof of concept that MDS may not be a required criterion for the diagnosis of MDS

*>subjects only have one mutation (>in the DNMT3A, TET2, ASXL1) 
Mutated at a lower rate: JAK2, SF3B1, SRSF2, TP53 
few clonal hematopoiesis without clear candidate driver mutations

*clonal hematopoiesis brings a risk of developing hematologic cancers elevated by a factor up to 13 than subjects without 
any detectable putative somatic mutations
In evolving cases N. of driver mutations per person and the mutant allele burden are increasing from CHIP to MDS (confirm 
potential to progress to myeloid neoplasm or are small malignant clones at a preclinical stage (pre-malignant stage). 

mechanisms sustaining the transformation of the hematopoietic cell and role of factors external (environment) need to be 
clarified.


